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Hello You! 

Did you enjoy watching Peter Pan in Serangoon Gardens? Well, here we have more 
exciting activities for you! 

We’ve asked Peter, Wendy, the Lost Boys and even Captain Hook on what are some 
fun activities you can do with your friends and family! You can read more about the 
story and the characters, translate some Pig Latin for Ting Tong Bell, take the 
Neverland Personality Quiz, try to fold some mystery origami object… There's just 
so much to do!  
 
Hurry! Before the school holidays end!
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ABOUT THE MUSICAL
SYNOPSIS 

With all the pressures of school and growing 
up in Singapore, Wendy and her brothers 
would rather be anywhere else than their 
stuffy bedroom in Serangoon Gardens. Enter 
Peter Pan, who promises to take them on an 
adventure of a lifetime! 

So up, up and away they go, journeying 
towards Neverland — an enchanted island 
where they never have to grow up. Along the 
way, they meet Ting Tong Bell’s fairy friends, 
bewitching mermaids and a motley crew of 
Lost Boys. But they soon discover the 
dangers lurking in Neverland... in the form of 
the Buaya-fearing Captain Hook and his 
fiendish gang of pirates! 

Directed by Ivan Heng, Peter Pan in 
Serangoon Gardens is a brand-new musical 
with a book by Thomas Lim, lyrics by Joel Tan 
and music by Julian Wong. Led by Pam Oei as 
Peter Pan and Siti Khalijah Zainal as Captain 
Hook, our incredible cast – comprising 
Singapore theatre’s brightest stars and the 
adorable First Stage Kids – will deliver a 
show that leaves you thinking Wonderful 
Thoughts and walking on air! 

Everyone can do with a little fairy dust in 
their lives over the holidays. So come with 
your family and loved ones to close out the 
year on a magical high! 



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 


CHARACTERS

Peter Pan played by Pam Oei 

Peter Pan is the boy who never grows up. No one knows for sure 
how old he is, or for how long he has been at that age.  
 
Peter lives in Neverland with the Lost Boys, where they have 
endless adventure and playtime. He claims to be the best at 
everything.  

Ting Tong Bell played by Andrew Marko 

Every child has a fairy and Ting Tong Bell is Peter Pan’s fairy. 
She’s named Ting Tong Bell because sometimes she can be quite 
the siao ting tong.  

Unlike most fairies, who can sit comfortably in your palm, Ting 
Tong Bell is unusually large. That’s because she got into a fight 
with a bee and got stung. If you think that’s bad, wait till you see 
what Ting Tong Bell did to that bee. 

Wendy De Sousa played by Mae Elliessa 

Wendy is a 14-year old Singaporean schoolgirl who lives in 
Serangoon Gardens with her family. She is not a quite girl, but not 
yet a woman. Like most schoolchildren in Singapore, she wakes up 
early in the morning to go to school, and then heads off for CCAs 
and tuition classes after.  
 
 



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 

Captain Hook played by Siti Khalijah 

Captain Hook is name that strikes fear in Neverland. He likes 
everyone to know that he is the sophisticated, cheese platter 
loving, wine drinking, backside scratching Captain Hook. All of that 
is true, but he is also a ruthless and cunning pirate who hates 
children, especially Peter Pan.  

Children, beware. 

Simi played by Dwayne Lau 

Simi is Captain Hook’s right hand man and longest serving crew 
member. Ever since Hook lost his right hand, he has been using 
Simi’s right hand.

Daiji played by Benjamin Chow 
 
Daiji is Captain Hook’s left hand man. Though he is relatively new, 
he still plays an important role in making sure the Captain Hook’s 
evil plans succeed!

Catfish and Flatfish played by Andrew Marko and Benjamin 
Chow 

If the only mermaid you know is Ariel, you are in for a big surprise 
when you see how Catfish and Flatfish look like. We tried to ask 
them for their photo, but all they gave us was the photo you see 
on the left.  

They can usually be found splashing away at the Mermaid’s 
Lagoon.  
 
 



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 


HELP TING TONG BELL 

TRANSLATE!
Fairies have their own secret language -  
Pig Latin! The problem is, many children don’t 
understand that language. Can you help Ting Tong 
Bell translate from English to Pig Latin and back? 

HOW TO TRANSLATE 
FROM PIG LATIN TO 

ENGLISH 

The general rule is to translate 
from English to Pig Latin is to 
take the first letter, place it at 
the back and then add an ‘ay’. 

Let’s try to translate some 
names from the musical. Let’s 
start with ‘Peter’. 

First, we take the first letter, ‘P’ 
and we are left with ‘Eter’.  

Then, we add ‘P’ at the back of 
‘Eter’ and we get ‘Eterp’. 

Finally, we add an ‘ay’ at the 
end of ‘Eterp’ and we should 
get ‘Eterpay’. 

Of course, this is just a rule of 
thumb. As with every language, 
there are exceptions to this 
rule. The best way to know for 
sure is to ask an expert in Pig 
Latin!

ENGLISH PIG LATIN

Pig Latin Igpay Atinlay

Aksalay

Urgerbay

Tampines

Everlandnay

Taxi

Rabbit

Ousemay



THE NEVERLAND PERSONALITY QUIZ
Find out who you are in Neverland! Here are a list of questions to help you find 
out who you truly are. Circle your most honest answer and add up your scores at 
the end. 

Q1. If you were a Superhero, what would   
your superpower be? 

A. Lay golden eggs 

B. Mind control 

C. Telekinesis 

D. Super-fast, zoom! 

E. Shapeshifting 

  
Q2. You are at a Christmas party, what will 
you be doing? 

A. Running to the venue, tuition ended late. 

B. Pillaging and plundering the dinner   
spread.DABAO EVERYTHING! 

C. Feliz Navidad? More like Feliz Navi-DANCE!  

D. Hanging out with my friends having a jolly 
good time.  

E. Taking selfies #merry 

  
Q3. Choose an element. 

A. Fire, like the flames of passion that burned in 
the blood of our forefathers. They had no 
rights, they had no say and they longed to 
be free one day.  

B. SURPRISE! 

C. Air 

D. Land 

E. Water 

Q4. DANGER! BAHAYA! 危险! You were at 
East-coast park cycling with your kakis and 
a pack of wild boars appear, what do you 
do? 

A. Write a letter to NEA. 

B. Climb a tree. 

C. RUN AWAY! 

D. Fight back! 

E. Scream until a knight in shining armour 
arrives. AHHHHHH 

  
Q5. It’s time to go on an adventure, what is 
the first thing you will pack? 

A. My phone 

B. Sword 

C. A good pair of kicks 

D. Nothing, I want a challenge 

E. At least 10 outfits 

  
Q6. You make plans with your friends to 
watch a movie but they abandon you at 
the last minute. How do you react?  

A. Tell them ‘I don’t friend you.’  

B. I’m not complaining, more legroom for me! 

C. Ask why. 

D. Make fun of them and then ask someone 
else, you know plenty of people.  

E. Fine by me! I never wanted to leave home 
anyways.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE



Results 

If you chose mostly:  

As, You’re a True-Blue Singaporean Child! 

Bs, You’re a pirate! Aaargh! 

Cs, You’re a Fairy and I believe in you! 

Ds, You’re a Lost Boy of the Jungle! 

Es, You’re a Mermaid! Splash, splash. 

Q7. Your parents are out late tonight, what 
do you do?  

A. Finish the revision materials they had prepared 
for me.  

B. Play computer games 

C. Stay at home and go through your social 
media feed. 

D. Go out with your friends until late.  

E. What? Did they leave?  

  
Q8. Pick a spirit animal. 

A. Merlion 

B. Narwhal  

C. Butterfly  

D. Monkey 

E. Peacock 

  
Q9. Choose your favourite sport.  

A. Running (to the canteen after the recess bell 
rings.) 

B. Fencing 

C. Badminton 

D. Football 

E. Swimming 

 Q10. What is your favourite ‘season’? 

A. Haze Season. School is closed! 

B. Durian Season 

C. Monsoon Season 

D. ‘School Holiday’ Season 

E. Great Singapore Sale 

Q11. You find a satchel of fairy dust, what do 
you do? 

A. Turn it over to CNB 

B. Eat it. 

C. Use it!  

D. Share it with my friends, birds of a feather flock 
together. 

E. Mail it over to my enemies, good luck clearing 
it up! Glitter never goes away.  

To get your result: count the number of As, 
Bs, Cs, Ds and Es you picked and write 
down the number in the table below. 

ANSWERS SCORE

A

B

C

D

E

CONTINUED FROM THE PREVIOUS PAGE
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STEP 1:  Start with a piece of A4 paper. Orient it vertically with the short side  
  facing you.  

STEP 2:  Fold the top edge to the bottom edge. Make sure the corners align.  

STEP 3:  Fold the left edge towards the right edge to make a center crease then  
  open it up again.  

STEP 4: Bring the top right corner to the center crease. Do so for the left corner  
  too.  

STEP 5: There are two rectangular flaps at the bottom. Fold the top flap up. Flip  
  the paper and do the same for the other side.  

STEP 6: Open the bottom edge of the paper all the way until it forms a square.  
  Fold down on the folds. (The corners of the paper might jut out, just  
  tuck them on top of one another.) Position it such that the open corner is 
  pointing bottom right.  

STEP 7: There are two flaps at the bottom right corner. Take the top flap bottom  
  right corner and bring it up to the top left corner. Press down on the  
  fold. Do the same for the other side. You should end up with a triangle.  
  Position this triangle with the longest side facing you. 

STEP 8: Open the bottom edge of the paper all the way until it forms a square.  
  Press down on the folds. Position it such that the open corner is pointing 
  towards you. 

STEP 9: You should see two triangles, one pointing left and one pointing right.  
  Gently take a triangle in each hand and pull sideways all the way until  
  you get a trapezium. 

STEP 10: Open up the bottom edge of the paper and make adjustments so that  
  the object can stand. You should end up with something pirates use  
  everyday.  

Part of the job of being a pirate is being 
able to follow instructions. Simi and 
Daiji will tell you that it can actually be 
quite confusing. Here is a set of origami 
instructions that Captain Hook gave to 
Simi and Daiji, but without any pictures! 
Can you figure out what Hook wants?

TAKING 
ORDERS 



The secret to flying is a little fairy dust and a wonderful thought. Write 
down 5 of  your wonderful thoughts below, you know, the ones that 
make you happy, feel joyful, excited and make you feel like you are 
walking on air.  

MY WONDERFUL THOUGHTS 

Share these wonderful thoughts with your 
friends and family and ask them what their 
wonderful thoughts are!



 

MAKE YOUR OWN 
FAIRY FRIEND
How to Make Your Fairy Friend: 

1. Print the image of the fairy wings below on an art card.  
2. Draw in your fairy then colour and design it using coloured pencils, crayons, paint, 

or any colouring materials you can think of. Don’t forget to design the wings! 
3. Cut out the fairy using a pair scissors (ask an adult to help you with this) and attach 

the chopstick to the back of the fairy with tape. Or, use some string and turn it into 
a Christmas ornament!



 

CAPTAIN HOOK 
IN SERANGOON GARDENS
No, don't worry. Captain Hook is not actually coming to Serangoon Gardens. It’s just 
that we have never really heard Captain’s Hook side of the story. Strap on his pirate 
boots and imagine what it is like being the sophisticated, cheese platter loving, wine 
drinking, backside scratching Captain Hook!  

Write down a short version of the story of Peter Pan, if it was told by Captain Hook. 

	 All children, except one, grow up. 

PETER PAN by Captain J. Hook



 

X MARKS THE SPOT 

5 to 15 people 
5 to 20 minutes 

Materials:  
• Small Post-It Notes with an ‘X’ marked on 

them 
• Printable Treasure Map with a Treasure 

Chest marked on it  
• Blindfolds 
• Adhesive (Blue Tac etc.) 
• Prizes for the Winners 

Instructions:  
1. Clear the space in a room and mount the 

treasure map on a wall using the 
adhesive.  

2. Participants twirl 10 times in a circle 
quickly, and then attempt to stick the 
Post-It Note on the treasure chest. The 
aim is to stick the token as close to the 
treasure chest as possible.  

3. After all the participants have had a 
turn, the participant who had placed the 
mark the closest to the treasure chest 
will be deemed the winner. 

To increase the difficulty of the game, you 
can give a time limit for each person to stick 
their X on after they twirl. 

THOSE WHO GREW UP 

10 to 25 people 

Materials:  
• Childhood photographs (Printed) 
• Adhesives 
• Post-its 
• Writing instruments  
• Box 

Instructions:  
1. When inviting guests to the party, ask 

them to bring along a photograph of 
themselves as a baby or as a child.  

2. During the party, invite guests to 
discreetly place their photographs into a 
box. 

3. After everyone has submitted their 
photographs. The host should put up the 
photos evenly on a wall.  

4. Guests can then take a post-it, placing it 
next to the photographs and attempt to 
guess who is who based solely on their 
baby / childhood photographs.  

If you would like to make the game harder, 
how about adding in photos of celebrity 
babies too! 

PARTY GAMES FROM NEVERLAND
Throwing a year-end holiday party and don’t know how to make it fun? Try some of 
these games that Peter and the Lost Boys as well as the pirates play in Neverland!



PETER PAN’S LEAF  
(FAN THE FISH) 

2 to 10 people 
5 to 10 minutes 

Materials:  
• Leaves of different shapes, sizes and 

colours, one for each participant 
• Paper Fans 
• Raffia string 
• Green cap (Can be an origami cap) 
• Tape 
• Prizes for the Winners 

Instructions:  
1. Place the string on one end of the room 

to create a starting line and place the 
green hat at the other end as the finish 
point. 

2. Give each person / group a single fan 
and each competitor should have one 
distinguishable leaf. 

3. Invite one participant from each group 
to stand behind the line. 

4. Instruct them to use their fans to blow 
the leaf to the green hat. They can 
follow the leaf as it travels, however 
they cannot touch it.  

5. When the leaf has touched the hat, the 
participant should tape the feather to 
the hat. 

6. The group which has managed to 
successfully blow the all their leaves on 
the hat in the fastest time wins. 

TREASURE HUNT 

5 to 20 people   
10 minutes  

Materials Needed:  
• Chocolate gold coins 
• Optional: Tokens — This can be items such 

as bandana’s, pirate sword, gems, etc.  
• Prizes for the Winners 

Instructions:  
1. Before the guests arrive, hide the 

chocolate gold coins and other tokens 
around the venue. 

2. Inform the guest that they are going to 
participate in a treasure hunt and that 
there are ‘treasures’ hidden around the 
venue - including special items!  

3. Set a timer of 3 minutes for this game. 
Participants should begin hunting for 
the hidden ‘treasures’ individually. 

4. Award 1 point for each gold coin, and 3 
points for the token, if it’s included as 
part of the game.  

5. The person with the most points wins! 



CAPTAIN HOOK & THE PIRATE CREW 

4 to 10 people (or more!)  
10 minutes 

Materials:  
• Available on Youtube: The video of Captain Hook, Simi and Daiji demonstrating the game. 

Either Play the video on this file, scan the QR Code or enter the link  

  Link: https://tinyurl.com/thepiratecrew 

Instructions:  
1. Watch the video demonstration and learn how to play the game.  

2. When playing the game yourself, appoint one person to the role of “Captain”. He or she will 
be the one to call out the commands that was demonstrated by Captain Hook. 

3. The list of commands are:  
• Hoist the sail  
• Climb the rig 
• Scrub the deck  
• Fire a cannon 

4. When the Captain shouts the commands, the rest of the participants — the pirate crew, will 
perform the action. When a participant fails to do so, he or she will be eliminated.   

5. When there is only one participant left, this person will be crowned as the Captain’s First 
Mate!

https://tinyurl.com/thepiratecrew
https://tinyurl.com/thepiratecrew

